Half Of Americans Are Unprepared
For A Financial Emergency, Are You?

According to a recent Gallup Poll, about half of Americans believe they
do not have enough money on hand to "make a major purchase, such
as a car, appliance or furniture, or pay for a significant home repair" if
they needed to. As expected, individuals with higher income were more
likely to be prepared for a sudden financial need, but even so, 16% of
households with an annual income of $240,000 a year or more said
they wouldn’t be able to handle a financial emergency.
Though these are shocking results, they are not news. Gallup asked the
same question in 2011, and similarly, only 50% of the polled
participants said that they could handle a financial emergency. In this
2016 Poll, Gallup took their line of questioning a step further and asked
if the participants had enough money to “make ends meet on a daily
basis.” The Poll found that only about seven out of ten Americans have
“enough money to buy the things they need” on a daily basis. These
findings raise a variety of questions – from “Is this accurate?” to “How
much money should I have?” From my experience, I can tell you that
these findings are accurate and need to be addressed. To help guide
your train of thought, I’ve included my breakdown on these statistics
below.
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How did this happen?
For years, the middle class has been squeezed by declining wages,
underemployment, and other factors such as rising health care costs.
For many, saving really is difficult. For others, it’s a choice. When faced
with a choice of enjoying life now or depriving oneself of immediate
gratification by saving money, people often choose to spend and enjoy
now.
Previous generations who experienced the Great Depression or who
had parents who lived through those tough times had a mindset that
propelled them to save for a rainy day. They knew – or heard, ad
nauseam – about how tough it was growing up in the Depression or
during World War II. These days, those lessons have faded and even
people struggling to be middle class feel entitled to spend when they
find a few extra dollars.
What can I do?

This problem is substantial from both a societal and an individual
standpoint. For you, the first step is to gain an understanding of your
approach to savings and commit to changing your thought process and
actions going forward. You will need to save a sizeable portion of
income to create a nest egg for future emergencies and this requires a
firm commitment.
Once a commitment is made, you should create a written financial plan
specific to you. I’ve written in previous articles about setting goals,
understanding your cash flow, and “knowing your number.” These are
critical steps in creating a written financial plan and figuring out how
much money you may need to save not only for retirement but also
how much you should have on hand for a sudden financial need. There
is not a magic number that works for everyone – you will need to take
the time to consider and write down your potential financial
emergencies. If writing down your goals and completing a budget is too
challenging, then enlist help from a professional.
After you determine the amount of money you may need on hand, you
should try to save each month regardless of circumstances that arise. I
suggest that you pay yourself first with an automatic contribution into a
savings or checking account. Then, set aside a portion of this for
emergencies and keep a portion for your longer term goals such as
retirement.
Overall, you need to strike a balance between living a fun life and
recognizing the realities that today or tomorrow may bring. We must
acknowledge the gravity of these findings and commit to changing our
attitude towards savings, so that in 2021 when this Poll is conducted
again, a significant majority of Americans will have adequate cash on
hand for an emergency or major purchase.

